Visiting scholars

Research, education and opportunities.

Application deadline: 30 April 2024

For more information, contact

More info here.

Unsubscribe this UCPH newsletter here.

Are you a student looking for a supportive

Climate Desk: Apply Now

Why Does it Matter

Recognizing the Right to a Healthy

environmental effects

innovative FTAs and BITs have progressively

climate-related provisions in FTAs and BITs,

highlighting similarities and differences between

Through an analytical framework aimed at

emissions reductions obligations that can be

enforcement mandates. The analysis identifies and

What's in a Right

Concretizing States’

Different Paths to the Same Goal

Through theorizing about the nature of

litigation, and monitoring bodies) that can help

What’s in a Right

'New rights for new times: the right to work less'

Join us on

Lunch Seminar with

Barbara Torres

May 2024

Applications are now open for

Operation & Compliance Student Assistant at

Corner of the Faculty of Law.

Applications are now open for

Student Assistant, Global Sustainability at

More info here.

Register here.

Join the 13th edition of the Green Procurement

Seminar 13

The Green Procurement Mornings -

Seminar 14

Register for

Register here.

14th Interdisciplinary Seminar: Ocean

Register here to attend.

'Why Does it Matter'

Find it here.
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